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Chromatin: A tunable spring at work inside chromosomes
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This paper focuses on mechanical aspects of chromatin biological functioning. Within a basic geometric
modeling of the chromatin assembly, we give a complete set of elastic constants~twist and bend persistence
lengths, stretch modulus and twist-stretch coupling constant! of the so-called 30-nm chromatin fiber, in terms
of DNA elastic properties and geometric properties of the fiber assembly. The computation naturally embeds
the fiber within a current analytical model known as the ‘‘extensible wormlike rope,’’ allowing a straightfor-
ward prediction of the force-extension curves. We show that these elastic constants are strongly sensitive to the
linker length, up to 1 bp, or equivalently to its twist, and might locally reach very low values, yielding a highly
flexible and extensible domain in the fiber. In particular, the twist-stretch coupling constant, reflecting the
chirality of the chromatin fiber, exhibits steep variations, and sign changes when the linker length is varied. We
argue that this tunable elasticity might be a key feature for chromatin function, for instance, in the initiation
and regulation of transcription.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.051921 PACS number~s!: 82.37.Rs, 46.25.2y, 87.19.Rr, 83.80.Lz
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I. INTRODUCTION

Chromatin is an ubiquitous protein-DNA complex o
served in chromosomes of all eukaryotic organisms
strikingly conserved during evolution@1–3#. It ensures DNA
compaction during the mitosis and plays a key, but still u
clear role in all the biological functions involving genom
DNA: replication, transcription, and repair. For instance,
chromatin degree of compaction is acknowledged to re
late, somehow, transcriptionally active regions@4#.

The general issue taken up in this paper is to unders
the interplay between the mechanical properties of the fi
and its biological functions. We aim at understanding qu
titatively the grounds for existence of the so universal and
conserved features of the assembly of linkers and nuc
somes forming the chromatin fiber. We claim that part of
answer lays in the peculiar mechanical properties of this
sembly.

The typical length scale of chromatin fiber~diameter
about 30 nm! is large enough to allow a mechanistic view
point: describing the elastic properties of the chromatin fi
is nothing but a problem of spring mechanics@5#. Neverthe-
less, the architecture of this ‘‘spring’’ is much more compl
than a simple helical coiling and we expect that the deta
structural features of the chromatin assembly still stron
influence the behavior at the fiber scale. We thus investig
the specific elastic behavior associated with the chrom
structure and its sensitivity to the structural parameters of
fiber, singled out within a basic geometric modeling of
assembly.

We underline that fiber elasticity is involved in two, qui
different, issues. The first one is to describe the linear ela
response of the fiber to global stresses, i.e. a force an
torque applied at its ends. This issue refers to microman
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lations in which a single chromatin fiber is pulled~and pos-
sibly will be twisted! @6#. Our theoretical study provides
framework to interpret the experimental results, in particu
to predict force-extension curves in terms of geometric a
mechanical parameters of the underlying model of fiber. O
approach largely extends preliminary results presented q
recently by Schiesselet al. @7#, since it gives the exact ana
lytical value of the complete set of elastic constants of
fiber. Comparison with the observed curves allows to extr
small-scale information, about the microscopic structu
about the interactions involved, either about possible con
mational, or structural changes.

However, except during anaphase, when sister chroma
are separated by the mitotic spindle@8#, such ‘‘macroscopic’’
stresses are not encounteredin vivo at the chromatin fiber
level; micromanipulations of the fiber and associated fo
measurements may nevertheless unravel physical param
involved in biological mechanisms, such as the elastic c
stants. An issue directly relevant to thein vivo functioning of
chromatin is to describe the response of the fiber to lo
internal stresses as those created by intercalators, gro
binding proteins, or any induced change in the fiber ass
bly or small-scale structure. Our theoretical approach a
gives a framework for such studies. Indeed, to be solv
both issues require to relate the structure and mechanic
the DNA scale and those at fiber scale, which is the scop
the present work.

The chromatin scale is precisely the scale of nanomech
ics: at this scale, we expect a strong and direct interp
between the biological functioning, monitored by various e
zymes, and the mechanical properties of the substrate,
the chromatin fiber. We thus believe that a mechanistic
proach is well suited to evidence possible mechanisms
the fiber decondensation prior to transcription, for the co
nection between enhancer and promoter DNA regions du
transcription, for the nucleosomal DNA site exposure allo
ing protein binding at specific sites or for the ejection
nucleosomes presumably required during replication@9#.
©2001 The American Physical Society21-1
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The core of the study is to describe how the linear ela
behavior of chromatin fiber originates from the elastic pro
erties of linker DNA ~i.e., naked DNA connecting the nu
cleosomes!. In Sec. II, we introduce a mechanical model
chromatin fiber, quite similar to the so-called two-ang
model @10#; it incorporates microscopic data, such as DN
structure and elastic properties@11,12# as well as nucleosom
cristallographic data@13# into an analytically tractable as
sembly. Its implementation gives the geometric properties
the chromatin fiber, presented in Sec. III with a special m
tion to symmetry properties and to the quantities relevan
the mechanics of the fiber. Section IV is devoted to the e
tic properties of the fiber. The first step of their study is
relate the distribution of stresses along linker DNA to t
‘‘macroscopic’’ stresses~force and torque! applied to the fi-
ber ends. This allows to compute analytically the elastic c
stants describing the linear response of the fiber from
knowledge of naked DNA elastic constants, and to inve
gate quantitatively how they vary with the relaxed fib
structure, itself controlled by the ‘‘microscopic’’ structura
parameters, as linker lengthl, or equivalently its relaxed
twist t0, and entry/exit angleF of linker DNA on the nu-
cleosome@10#. The results substantiate an effective contin
ous description of the 30-nm fiber as an extensible worm
rope ~EWLR! extending the classical wormlike chain mod
@14# to an extensible and twistable chain@15–17#. In Sec. V,
numerical results are presented and their physical mea
and implications are discussed. We then enlight our ana
cal results by comparing them with experimental results
tained by Cui and Bustamante@6# by pulling a single chro-
matin fiber. Section VI presents the biological relevance
our study. In particular, we exploit our complete and qua
titative analysis to discuss how the elastic properties of
chromatin fiber might, at the same time, favor DNA compa
tion into the chromosomes and allow local decondensatio
chromatin involved in gene expression.

II. ASSEMBLY OF A MODEL CHROMATIN FIBER

Chromatin is composed of a double-stranded DNA m
ecule wrapped from place to place around histone cores@3#.
We here focus on the fixed-nucleosome case, correspon
to deacetylated histone tails@9#. This allows to model sepa
rately the nucleosomes and the linkers, i.e., the naked-D
segments connecting the successive nucleosomes. Our m
amounts to build step by step, i.e., nucleosome after nuc
some, a chromatin fiber. It incorporates aknowledged data
DNA structure, its bend and twist persistence lengths, and
the nucleosome structure. Each step of the assembly is
scribed analytically, but we implemented this model within
MAPLE program in order to handle an arbitrary number
nucleosomes and to perform a quantitative analysis of
super-helix~SH! geometric properties.

A. Linker modeling

Linker DNA is in the usualB-DNA form: it is a right-
handed double helix, of radiusa'1 nm and pitch equal to
l 053.4 nm, which corresponds tonbp

0 510.6 base pairs~bp!
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per turn. We shall suppose in the following that all the lin
ers have the same numbernbp of base pairs, i.e., the sam
lengthl 5nbpl

0/nbp
0 . It correspondsin vivo to phased nucleo-

somes observed for instance in satellite chromatin@18#. It
correspondsin vitro to reconstituted fibers, involving re
peated sequences each having a strong positioning effec
nucleosomes@19,20#. In fact, we shall need this hypothes
to be satisfied only locally, over a few linkers, so that o
model also accounts for irregular native chromatin.

Since we are looking for generic properties of the ch
matin fiber, originating from its assembly, sequence effe
are ignored~besides, they might be treated in a second sta
within the same modeling, as local strains superimposed
the relaxed homogeneous structure that we here consi!.
Without sequence effects, the linker is straight in absenc
applied constraints; experimental evidence for straight li
ers in relaxed fibers supports our generic modeling@21#.

Linker DNA will be considered as an homogeneous c
lindrical rope of radiusa, that may twist and bend, but no
stretch: due to the large value of the stretch modulusgDNA
'1200 pN@15,22#, stretch energy and strain can be ignor
in linker DNA, at least in the low-stress situations that w
be considered here~forces below 20 pN!. Linker DNA is
thus seen as a nonextensible semiflexible polymer and
scribed within the continuous wormlike rope model~worm-
like chain model supplemented with twist energy@12#!; the
elastic energy densities~energies per unit length! thus write

e twist5
kBTC

2
~v2v0!2, C575 nm ~ twist!

ebend5
kBTA

2
rDNA

2 , A553 nm ~bend!. ~1!

whereT is the temperature,kB the Boltzmann constant,rDNA
the local curvature of the constrained linker andv the twist
rate. The relaxed twist ratev052p/ l 0 is supposed to be
homogeneous, which again amounts to ignoring seque
effects. The constantsA andC are, respectively, the bend an
twist persistence lengths of DNA, here given for 10mM
NaCl ~or any other monovalent salt! @23,11,12#. We expectC
to be almost independent of the ionic strength, since tw
constraints are not strongly affected by electrostatics. In c
trast, the electrostatic contribution toA is important@24,25#.
The nonelectrostatic contribution provides a lower boundA
>23 nm, which is in fact an overestimate; the experimen
lower bound is ratherA>40 nm @26#.

We choose a direction along the DNA path correspond
to increasing indicesj. We denotesP@0,l # the arclength
along the dsDNA axis. Geometrically, the linkerj is de-
scribed as represented in Fig. 1 by the local axisuW j (s) of the
double helix and a vectortW j (s), locally tangent to the minor
groove and rotating arounduW j (s) with an angular ratev.
tW j (s) accounts for the torsional state of the linker: the an
of the rotation transformingtW(0) into tW( l ) is precisely the
twist t5 lv of the linker. The vectorsuW j (s) and tW j (s) are
normalized to 1 and make a constant angleuW j (s)• tW j (s)
1-2
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CHROMATIN: A TUNABLE SPRING AT WORK INSIDE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051921
5sin(aDNA) independent ofj ands. The slope of the strand
in the double helix writes tan(aDNA)5 l 0/2pa, henceaDNA

'28 °. The vectoruW j (s) is independent ofs in the relaxed
fiber ~a variation withs would describe the linker bending i
constrained state!, whereastW j (s) rotates arounduW j with the
relaxed twist ratev0.

B. Nucleosome modeling and assembly of the chromatin fiber

Nucleosome structure is now well known, thanks to hi
resolution crystallography data@13#. Histone tails lock DNA
on the histone core, so that nucleosomes are fixed on
DNA and the net effect of the nucleosome on the DNA tr
can be described as a rigid kink connecting the linkersj and
j 11. In consequence, twisting the linkerj of a given angle
reflects in a rotation of the same angle of the linkerj 11
around the linkerj. The rotational positioning of nucleosom
j 11 with respect to nucleosomej is thus entirely prescribed
by the twist anglet5 lv. In the relaxed state, it is equiva
lently prescribed by the linker lengthl (v5v0, t0

5 lv0).

FIG. 1. Geometric description of linker DNA~Sec. II A!. Above:
the arrows indicate the orientation of the two strands, delimiting

minor groove~filled in gray! and the major groove. The vectortW j (s)
is tangent to the minor groove and rotates around the local

uW j (s) ~straight in a relaxed linker! with an angular ratev0

52p/ l 0; the two vectors make a constant angle 90 °2aDNA

'62 °. Below: transverse view; the bold contour locates the min
groove.
05192
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The technicalities about the assembly and its geome
description are presented in Fig. 2. The linkerj enters the
nucleosomej at an entry pointEj well localized on the his-
tone core. The linker DNA is grafted to the nucleosome
its minor groove@13#; this implies that the plane spanned b
uW j and tW j ( l ) prescribes the position and the orientation of t
nucleosome, given its radiusr nucl55.5 nm, its heightH
55.7 nm and the anglea54.47 ° between the linker and
the nucleosome axisNW j (uW j•NW 5sina). As shown in Fig. 2
~right!, uW j , tW j ( l ), andNW j belong to the same plane, which
nothing but the tangent plane to the nucleosome atEj . Simi-
larly, the plane tangent to the nucleosomej at the exit point
Sj where linker j 11 leaves the nucleosome is spanned
uW j 11 and tW j 11(0), which thoroughly determines this outgo
ing linker. The relative positioning of the linkers is conv
niently described by the angleF (F.0 by convention! be-
tween their projections on a plane perpendicular to
nucleosome axisNW j . The structural effect of nucleosomej
amounts to a translation in space from the entry pointEj to
the exit pointSj and a rotation of an angle 4p2F around
the nucleosome axisNW j , transforming „uW j , tW j ( l )… into
„uW j 11 , tW j 11(0)…. As long as we consider an homogeneo
fiber, F is independent ofj. The line passing through th
nucleosome centerGj and directed along the bissectorDW j of
this angleF is the so-called dyad axis of the nucleosomej.
Experimental evidence that the entry-exit angleF varies
with salt concentration~it contracts when salt concentratio
increases! @19,21,27,28# motivates us to study various value

e

is

r

FIG. 2. Nucleosome modeling and assembly of the chrom
fiber ~Sec. II B!. Left above:view in perspective of the nucleosom
j ; a is the slope of the DNA left-handed wrapping around t

histone core (a'4.47 °). The dyad axisDW j is orthogonal to the

nucleosome axisNW j . Left below:view from above~projection on a

plane orthogonal to the nucleosome axis.Right: vectorsNW j , uW j ,

and tW j ( l ) in the plane tangent to the nucleosome atEj .
1-3
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ELI BEN-HAÏM, ANNICK LESNE, AND JEAN-MARC VICTOR PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 051921
of F. We here ignore interactions between nucleosom
This is valid in low-salt conditions, in which the chromatin
expected to be extended, with internucleosomal distan
larger than the interaction range. In high-salt conditions,
model aims at describing the ‘‘geometric’’ contribution
chromatin elastic behavior, i.e., the contribution originati
from the DNA elastic properties and relayed by the chrom
tin fiber architecture. A comparison with observed elastic
would give access to the neglected interactions.

C. Linker histones and chromatosome modeling

In vivo and in vitro experiments show that the condens
conformations of the chromatin fiber are obtained for a m
complex assembly of DNA and histones: an additional h
tone H1 ~or a close chemical variant H5, for instance
chicken erythrocytes! is bound to linker DNA near its entry
exit site on the nucleosome@21,29#. Presumably, the role o
this ‘‘linker histone’’ is both to secure the wrapping of DN
around the nucleosome and to stabilize the DNA helical c
ing forming the 30-nm fiber@30,31#. Digestion experiments
evidenced that the ‘‘core particle’’ now involves 166–168
of DNA ~among which the 146 bp wrapped around the h
tone octamer!; this new, larger, entity is called a chromat
some. The position of linker histone with respect to link
DNA and nucleosome, as well as the wrapping of DN
around it, are still debated@29,31#. It is only recognized that
166-168 bp are protected and that the angle~still denotedF)
between ingoing and outgoing linker DNA is lowered, var
ing with ionic strength. Our model easily accomodates
presence of linker histones along the fiber since only
resulting kink of DNA path is to be described. We ma
roughly account for the presence of linker histone by mo
fying F5130 ° ~without linker histone! into F590 ° at low
salt down toF545 ° in high salt@28,31#; the nucleosome is
then replaced, within the same two-angle modeling, by
effective cylindrical chromatosome, with possibly differe
values forr nucl , H, anda. For instancer nucl50 and a lower
value of H would reproduce the crossing of ingoing an
outgoing linkers in the neighborhood of the linker histon
Also, the effective length of the linkers is to be reduced
20–22 bp.

We might thus study within the same geometrical mod
ing all the different instances encountered for the nucl
some: basic nucleosome or nucleosome dressed with
with or without chemical modification of H1 tails. The sp
cific biological details~H1 positioning, possible acetylatio
of histone tails@32#! would be taken into account first inF,
whose value is experimentally accessible, then in a sec
step by a precise fit of the parametersr nucl , H, anda of the
effective cylindrical ‘‘core particle,’’ so as to reproduce a
curately the kink induced in the linker DNA broken line
Nevertheless, a systematic study led us to think thatF is a
far more important control parameter thanr nucl , H, anda,
which will be henceforth considered as fixed characterist

To summarize, the parameters of the model, to be va
in our study, are the two anglest0 ~or equivalently l
5t0/v0 or nbp) andF. The anglet0 determines the relative
positioning of two successive nucleosomes, whereas
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angleF determines the relative positioning of two succe
sive linkers.

III. THE CHROMATIN SUPERHELIX

The regularity of the microscopic assembly enforces
helical organization: we shall speak of the SH. We now d
scribe the main geometric properties of this helical coili
resulting from the regular assembly of linkers and nucle
somes. As shown in Fig. 3, our qualitative structural pred
tions recover standard structures proposed yet long ago@33#.
In particular, we note that the various structures obtain
when varyingt0 ~or equivalentlynbp) and F cover both
ribbon structures~less than 3 nucleosomes per turn! and
cross-linked structures~more than 3 nucleosomes per turn!.
We avoid to speak of ‘‘solenoid’’ structure as this term refe
to a model with bent linkers@34#, whereas our modeling
considers that linkers are straight in the relaxed fiber.

A. Symmetry properties of the SH

We first underline the symmetry properties of the SH,
much importance since they will reflect in the elastic pro
erties of the fiber in the linear regime. The SH exhibits
discrete helical invariance: all the linkers~respectively all the
nucleosomes! are equivalent, up to a rotation of angleu
around the axisAW of the SH and a translation along this axi
bringing the linkerj onto the linker j 11 ~respectively the
nucleosomej onto the nucleosomej 11). All nucleosome
centers lay on a cylinder of axisAW and radiusR, whereas all
the entry and exit points lay on a cylinder of radiusr ~see
Fig. 4!.

As the two strands of dsDNA are oriented in oppos
directions ~see Fig. 1!, there is no privileged orientation
along linker DNA and only the nucleosome geometry c
break the symmetry upon reversal of the fiber. Hence
fiber is not oriented provided the entry and exit points in
nucleosome have the same characteristics: it is the cas
absence of linker histone, or when linker histone is po
tioned symetrically with respect toEj and Sj . The fiber
properties are then unchanged under the transformation

j↔N112 j , NW j↔2NW N112 j ,

Sj↔EN112 j , AW ↔2AW ,

uW j↔2uW N112 j , Pj~s!↔PN112 j~ l 2s!. ~2!

Here j 50, . . . ,N11 whereN is the number of nucleosome
in the fiber beginning inS0 with linker 1 and ending with
linker N11, atEN11 It follows that the nucleosome axes a
all tangent to the cylinder containing the nucleosome cent
and that the lineDW j relating the nucleosome centerGj to its
orthogonal projection onto the SH axis is nothing but t
dyad axis of the nucleosomej ~see Fig. 5, left!. This dyad
axis is invariant under the above reversal transformati
Whent0 is varied, the linker directionuW j sweeps a cone o
axis DW j ~or DW j 21, due to the symmetry upon reversal of th
1-4
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CHROMATIN: A TUNABLE SPRING AT WORK INSIDE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051921
FIG. 3. ~a! Various SH struc-
tures obtained when the paramet
l ~equivalentlynbp! is varied, for
F590 °. Note the columnar pack
ing (b'0) obtained fornbp be-
tween 42 bp and 43 bp, and th
ribbonlike structure~two nucleo-
somes per turn,u5p) obtained
for nbp547 bp, whatever the
value of F. In between, the fiber
exhibits cross-linked configura
tions. In each period of length
10.6 bp, an interval~depending on
F) of nbp values is forbidden as it
corresponds to self-overlappin
configurations ~here aroundnbp

538 bp). ~b! Various SH struc-
tures obtained when the paramet
l ~equivalentlynbp) is varied, for
F550 °. Configurations around
nbp545 bp are forbidden~steric
hindrance!.
th
leo
th
ee
s
xi

u-
ll

all
r

SH! and anglej, depending onF ~see Fig. 5, right!. This
property simply reflects the fact that the geometry of
fiber assembly is thoroughly determined once the nuc
some is positioned with respect to the SH axis, due to
symmetry properties and to the fact that the junction betw
the nucleosome and the ingoing and outgoing linkers i
rigid kink. Indeed, by symmetry, the nucleosome dyad a
DW j is orthogonal to the SH axisAW and points towards it; the
remaining ‘‘degree of freedom’’ is the orientation of the n
cleosome axisNW j in the plane orthogonal toDW j ; when l

varies, NW j rotates together withuW j and uW j11 aroundDW j .
05192
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This orientation is thoroughly described by the angleb

P@0,2p@ between its axisNW j and the SH axisAW , in the frame
(AW ,DW ,AW `DW ). This angle satisfies cosb5NW j•AW .

B. SH geometric characteristics

The relevant quantities to be computed~lengthsD and r,
anglesu, b, z, h, andj) are shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. A
these quantities are independent ofj, due to the~discrete!
rotational invariance of the SH. When linker lengths are
increased by the DNA pitchl 0, the twist angle of each linke
1-5
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increases by 2p, hence the relative orientations of success
linkers, or successive nucleosomes, are unchanged. It
lows that the SH shape is preserved: the angles~asz, h, or u)
are unchanged, whereas the lengthr is scaled by a factor
(11 l 0/ l ) ~when comparingl andl 1 l 0); the lengthsRSH and
D are also scaled, but the involved scaling factor is sma

FIG. 4. Left: SH from above~projection in a plane orthogonal t

the SH axisAW , here forb590 °. We defineR as the distance from
any nucleosome centerGj to the SH axis~measured along the dya

axis DW j ), r as the distance of any entry~or exit! point to the SH

axis AW ; the ‘‘excluded-volume’’ radiusRSH of the SH, i.e., the

radius of the cylinder of axisAW containing the whole fiber~includ-
ing the nucleosomes! satisfiesRSH5R1r nucl due to the peculiar

orientation of the nucleosomes~the axesNW j are tangent to the cyl-

inder of axisAW and radiusR whateverb). We also introduce the

angle u of the rotation around the SH axisAW , transforming the
projection of a nucleosome into the following one, and the anglh
between the projections of the vectors relatingSj 21 andEj to the
SH axis. This angleh is chosen in@0,2p@ . It satisfies l sinz
52r sin(h/2). Right: projection of the first nucleosome in the plan

orthogonal to its axisNW 1. Note that the nucleosome dyad axis
orthogonal both to the nucleosome axis~nucleosome symmetry!
and to the SH axis~symmetry of the assembly!.

FIG. 5. Left: Location of the nucleosome axisNW j in the frame

spanned by the SH axisAW and the nucleosomej dyad axisDW j ; it

lays in the plane orthogonal toDW j and makes an anglebP@0,2p#

with respect toAW . This angle, varying withF and l, satisfies

cosb5NW j•AW . Right: Location of the linkeruW j in the frame spanned

by the SH axisAW and the nucleosome dyad axisDW j ; the linker
makes a constant anglej with the dyad axis.
05192
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since the contribution of the nucleosomes to the actual
of the SH is the same forl andl 1 l 0; the precise value of this
factor, moreover, depends on the structure of the SH~nucleo-
some orientation, for instance!.

We here underline two points. First, the orientation of t
SH axis is chosen so that the distanceD between two suc-

cessive nucleosomes along the SH axisAW is positive:D.0

~i.e., D5AW •@GjGW j 11#.0 by definition of AW ). Also, since
the structure is discrete, the angleu of the rotation Ru

around the SH axisAW , transforming the projection of a nu

cleosome onto the plane orthogonal toAW into the following
one is not uniquely defined:u0.0 andu022p,0 are both
possible~think to the array of grains in a corn ear or to th
cells on a pineapple peel!. By convention, we choose th
value of smallest modulus, hence letu vary in ]2p,p]; it
corresponds to the~projected! angle swept by the geodes
~the array of grains of largest slope! relatingGj to Gj 11 onto

the cylinder of axisAW and radiusR.
The pitchP of the SH is given byP52pD/uuu. Note that

the choice of the value of smallest modulus foru is essential
to get the actual value of the pitch through this formula. T
degree of compaction can be measured as the numbe
nucleosomes per 10 nm of fiber, equal to 10/D when D is
given in nanometers.

C. Excluded-volume effects

Excluded volume~of nucleosomes but also linkers! has to
be taken into account to discard unrealistic structures.

FIG. 6. Front view of the SH projected in a plane spanned

the SH axisAW and the linker axisuW j . The SH axis is actually ahea
of the linker, which lays in the figure plane;Ej 21 , Gj 21 , Sj , and
Gj are projections on the figure plane. Only the track of the nucl
somes is indicated: neither their axes nor their dyad axes belon
the drawing plane.D is the distance between two successive n

cleosomes along the SH axisAW , whose orientation is chosen so th
D.0. We denotez the angle between the linker and the SH axis

satisfiesuW j•AW 5cosz and by conventionzP@0,p@ hence sinz.0.
1-6
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consequence, the above results should be supplemented
geometric condition assessing whether they actually co
spond to a possible structure, i.e., whether they are com
ible with excluded-volume constraints. We here rather s
an upper bound, involving only the geometric parameters
the fiber. Recall thatb is the angle between the nucleosom
axesNW j and the SH axis~independent ofj by symmetry!. A
sufficient condition ensuring that no steric hindrance is
countered in the SH structure is thatP.Pc where

Pc5H cosb12Rusinbu, ~3!

whereR is the distance of the nucleosome centers to the
axis ~computed in theMAPLE implementation! and H the
height of a nucleosome. Forb50, this upper bound gives
the exact thresholdPc5H. All linker lengths such that
P( l ,F)<Pc are forbidden. Note that a local breaking of th
criterion is allowed: it is still possible that a few linke
lengths~less than 2p/u) take this value. A more accurat
check can be obtained by drawing for each configuration
developed representation of the SH, i.e. the mapping o
plane of the fiber track on the cylinder of radiusR, as shown
on Fig. 7. Knowing the geometric characteristicsD, u, and
b, its construction is straightforward. Excluded-volume co
straints are satisfied if the tracks of any two nucleosomes
not intersect. This method requires to check each config
tion, hence comes after the criterion onP2Pc , when it fails.

D. Numerical results

The major interest of our numerical implementation is
go further than a qualitative description and to compute
plicitly any geometric characteristic of the relaxed fiber,
order to study quantitatively its variation withl ~or t0! and
F. The main results are presented in Figs. 8, 9, and 10 f
linker length between 30 and 50 bp~usual case!. The quan-
titative geometric characterization of the SH is essentia
compare the different structures obtained for different val

FIG. 7. Unwrapping of the cylinder of radiusR ~containing the
nucleosome centers!. The construction only requires one to kno
the values ofb, u, D, and the nucleosome dimensionsr nucl andH.
This drawing can be conveniently used to check the exclud
volume constraint between any two nucleosomes. Linkers, cros
the plane of the drawing, are not represented, nor the entry and
point ~located outside the drawing plane!.
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of ( l ,F). It is also interesting from an experimental view
point, since it would allow to extract informations on th
chromatin assembly from the experimentally accessible
ues ofD andu.

We evidence that a regular helical packing of nucle
somes is compatible with straight linkers and does not
quire nucleosome-nucleosome interactions~but the special
configurations exhibiting columnar arrays of nucleosom
are likely to be stabilized by such internucleosomal inter
tions!. Mainly, our systematic analysis shows that it alwa
led to a 30-nm fiber. Although the detailed structure of t
fiber is strongly sensitive to linker lengthl and entry-exit
angle F, the value of about 30 nm for the fiber diamet

d-
ng
xit

FIG. 8. Fiber actual diameter 2RSH @dashed upper line, curve
~1!# and pitchP @solid line, curve~2!# in nanometers, versus linke
length ~in bp!, for F590 ° ~left! and F550 ° ~right!. Since what
matters is the twist anglet52pnbp /nbp

0 , the numbernbp of bp is
allowed to vary continuously. The thin line~3! represents the dis
tance D between two nucleosomes along the SH axis. The l
made of crosses~4! represents the lower boundPc on the pitch@Eq.
~3!#. The configurations withP.Pc satisfy excluded-volume con
straints.

FIG. 9. ~Solid line! compaction rate 10/D(nm) ~number of nu-
cleosomes per 10 nm of fiber! and ~crosses! number 2p/u of nu-
cleosomes per turn versus linker length~in bp!, for F590 ° ~left!
andF550 ° ~right!. Two nucleosomes per turn correspond to ri
bonlike configurations, whereas the maximal number is reached
columnar packing (nbp543 bp).
1-7
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2RSH is a robust feature, hence of low structural sign
cance; for instance, it does not discriminate close cr
linked structures and more extended ribbons;

We enlist some remarkable geometries~see also Sec
V E!.

~1! A ribbon–or zigzag–structure is obtained foru5p,
when the number of nucleosomes per SH turn reaches
minimal value 2; then all the nucleosome dyad axes
aligned, b is close top/2 but slightly different:b5p/2
2a ~see Fig. 14!.

~2! A particular packing is obtained whennbp /nbp
0 equals

an integer; the nucleosome axes are then all aligned, h
all parallel to the SH axis:b50. A fine tuning ofnbp or F
brings then into columns as seen in Fig. 3.

~3! The vanishing of the pitchP is accompanied by a
reversal of the SH axis, from which follows that cosz exhib-
its a jump from a valuec to the value2c andu jumps to the
value 2p2u. We shall see that the vanishing of the pitchP
is an important~although virtual! event, having striking im-
plications on the elastic properties of the fiber.

~4! A change of chirality is observed forh5p: the SH is
right handed forhP@0,p# and left handed forhP@p,2p#.
For h5p, linkers cross the SH axis.

One has to carefully distinguish between the following
~a! The handedness of the track passing through the

cleosome centers. As we have seen above in the definitio
u, the handedness of this discrete structure is ill defined.
same architecture can be seen as right-handed~direct rotation
Ru) or left-handed~indirect rotationRu22p). The choice of
the value of smallest modulus, adopted here, correspond
the shortest path. This ‘‘pseudo chirality’’ is then given b
the sign ofu and changes whenu crosses the value6p or
whenD ~or equivalently the pitchP) vanishes. We underline
that this structural feature does not define a relevant chira
due to the arbitrariness of its definition, and should not
confused with the chirality of the SH, defined here below

~b! The chirality of the linker DNA trail~a broken line!; it
is determined by the position ofh with respect top, i.e. by

FIG. 10. Cos(h/2) @solid line ~1!#, cosb @dashed line~2!# and
cosz @crosses~3!# versus linker length~in bp!, for F590 ° ~left!
andF550 ° ~right!. Cos (h/2)50 corresponds to a change in th
SH chirality; cosb51 corresponds to columnar packing in whic
the nucleosome axes are parallel to the SH axis: cosz is then small
and the linkers are almost orthogonal to the axis~the difference is
a'4.5 ° where tana is the slope of the linkers on the nucleo
somes!.
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the sign of cos(h/2). As fiber elasticity originates from linke
elasticity, this chirality is the only one relevant for our m
chanical study and will be henceforth adopted as the de
tion of the fiber chirality. We expect this chirality to dete
mine the coupling between the twist and stretch ela
degrees of freedom, i.e., the sign ofg to coincide with the
chirality.

In the same spirit, we warn about the difference betwe
the fiber and a helical DNA coiling passing through the n
cleosome centers, in particular, in what concerns their m
chanical properties.

One of the conclusions of this thorough structural study
the fact that the connection between the microscopic par
eters and the SH geometric characteristics is too comp
and multivariate to get small-scale informations from stru
tural observations of the fiber. We underline that the study
chromatin structure is not in itself sufficient to unravel
biological functioning, all the more as structural observati
of the fiber is difficult and some results questionable@35#.
Moreover, structural changes might not be the only way
pass local DNA modifications to higher scales; the functio
ing might rather be controlled by elastic properties.

For these two reasons, we turn to the analysis of the
chanical properties of the fiber, which are now at hand si
we know explicitly all the geometric characteristics of th
fiber assembly.

IV. ANALYTIC CALCULATION OF THE ELASTIC
CONSTANTS OF THE CHROMATIN FIBER

A. Modeling the chromatin fiber as an EWLR

Our aim is to study the elastic response of the fiber
external stresses at scales larger than its pitch. We thus
sider that we apply to the fiber a forceFW , along the fiber axis
AW ; if FW were not directed along the SH axis, it would indu
a transitory motion, compelling the axis to align itself wi
the force direction, at least far from the ends. We here o
suppose that this constrained equilibrium is already reach
We may also apply a torsional torqueMt ~directed alongAW )
and a flexural torqueMW b , i.e., a torque component orthogo
nal to AW . Computation of elastic coefficients describing t
linear response of the fiber to the applied force and tor
will be performed analytically within a continuous descri
tion of the fiber, i.e. an effective large-scale description
which the discrete nature of the assembly is smoothed
We denoteS the arclength along the axis of the relaxed S
u(S) its local relative extension,V(S) its local twist rate,
and%(S) its local curvature, with respect to the straight a
untwisted relaxed state of the fiber for whichu, V, and r
thus identically vanish. Due to the axial symmetry of t
relaxed SH at scales larger than its pitch, the bending ene
density does not depend on the direction of the bending
that it involves only the total curvaturer and the modulus
Mb of the flexural torque~the special instance of ribbon lik
configurations that break this axial symmetry is discus
below in Sec. V E!. The fiber has thus only three degrees
freedomu, V, andr, local along the fiber. These strainsu,
1-8
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V, andr are the canonical variables of the density of elas
free energy, which reflects in the following differential form

deSH5Fdu1MtdV1Mbdr. ~4!

We restrict ourselves to the linear response regime, whic
expressed in the following relation:

S F

Mt

Mb

D 5S g kBTg 0

kBTg kBTC 0

0 0 kBTA
D S u

V

r
D [GS u

V

r
D

~5!

where it can be shown that the stress-strain tensorG is nec-
essarily symmetric~a special instance of Onsager relation!.
This linear response ansatz relates the strainsu, V, andr of
the fiber and the stressesF, Mt , andMb experienced by the
fiber.A is the bend persistence length of the fiber,C its twist
persistence length,g its stretch modulus~dimension of a
force! and g the twist-stretch coupling constant~no dimen-
sion!.

Plugging the linear response ansatz~5! into Eq. ~4! leads
to the SH density of elastic free energy:

eSH~S!5
kBTA%2~S!

2
1

kBTCV2

2
1

gu2~S!

2

1kBTgV~S!u~S!. ~6!

Such a continuous description of the fiber can be term
EWLR model @16#. It extends the~wormlike chain! WLC
model introduced in 1949 by Kratky and Porod and curren
used to describe stiff polymers@14# by accounting for twist
~as above for linker DNA@12#! but also stretch degrees o
freedom. The fact that chromatin is chiral demands a lin
coupling between twisting and stretching. Due to the ax
symmetry of the SH, (FW ,MW t ,MW b) and (FW ,MW t ,2MW b) ~and
also (FW ,MW t ,RMW b) whereR is any rotation around the axi
AW leaving the SH unchanged! should induce the same energ
change in the SH. This symmetry argument shows that th
is no other coupling term at the linear order considered h
@15#. This model has been fully investigated by many grou
in the context of DNA; in particular, force-extension curv
have been obtained@16#; a nonlinear termV(u) might be
added in Eq.~6! to go beyond the linear response regim
These results can be straightforwardly transposed to chro
tin fiber, so that the description of the harmonic elastic
havior of the chromatin fiber reduces to the computation
the four elastic coefficientsA, C, g, andg involved in the
EWLR model. Their determination from the computation
the elastic energy stored in the constrained linkers will pro
that the fiber actually fits in an EWLR model when cons
ered at a large enough scale.

B. A general analytic method for computing elastic coefficients

The first aim of our study is to express the elastic coe
cientsA, C, g, andg as a function of the elastic coefficien
of linker DNA, given the relaxed geometry of the fiber.
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key point of our approach is to relate thestressesexerted,
respectively, on the linker, considered as a WLR, and on
fiber, considered as an EWLR instead of relating thestrains
(v2v0,rDNA) of the linkers and thestrains(u,V,r) arising
at the fiber level~this approach appears to be technica
cumbersome and analytically intractable, see Sec. VII B!. Al-
though the stressesF, Mt , and Mb are not the canonica
variables of the free energy densityeSH , we shall express it
as a function of these variablesF, Mt , and Mb . Plugging
Eq. ~5! into Eq. ~6! leads to the following expression of th
free energy density:

eSH5
@kBTCF21gMt

222kBTgFMt#

2~kBTCg2kB
2T2g2!

1
Mb

2

2kBTA . ~7!

The principle of the computation is the following: knowin
the relaxed geometry of the fiber, i.e., the quantitiesr, h, z,
andD computed in Sec. III, it is possible to determine an
lytically the local stresses experienced by linker DNA wh
the fiber is constrained at its ends~and only at its ends! and
to deduce the elastic energy of a linker as a quadratic fu
tion of (F,Mt ,Mb). The identity of the elastic energy of th
fiber and the elastic energy stored in the linkers will allow
termwise identification with Eq.~7!, which leads the values
of A, C, g, and g as analytical functions of the geometr
parameters of the fiber, and through our numerical imp
mentation, as a function ofl ~or t0) andF.

A more important intermediate result is to establish t
relation between the local stresses~experienced by the link-
ers! and the global stresses~applied on the chromatin fiber!.
The current point on linkerj, with arclengths, is denoted
Pj (s). Recall that linkerj leaves the nucleosomej 21 at
Sj 21 and enters the nucleosomej at Ej ~see Fig. 6!. We
denotefW j (s) the force andmW j (s) the torque exerted at th
point Pj (s) of linker j by the upstream part of the fiber. Th
main arguments involved in the derivation are the followin

~1! When only pulling the fiber, the rotational invarianc
of the relaxed fiber should be preserved when end effects
ignored. We may~and in fact should! focus on the universal
rotationally symmetric behavior of the fiber, observed
from its ends. Indeed, the quadratic, rotationally invaria
EWLR energy is to be fitted only to the quadratic, rotatio
ally invariant energetic contribution coming from the linker
otherwise the identification would not make sense.

~2! We restrict to the linear regime. We may consid
individually the different stresses applied to the fiber a
simply sum up their effects to recover the general soluti
The contribution of the applied torqueMW to the local torque
mW j (s) is merelyMW .

The conclusion follows using standard equilibrium equ
tions of spring mechanics. When external forces and torq
are applied at the ends only, linear response hypothesis
plies that the solution finally reads

fW j~s!5FW ,

mW j~s!5MW 2@OW j~s!Pj~s!#`FW , ~8!
1-9
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whereOj (s) denotes the orthogonal projection ofPj (s) onto
the SH axisAW . It gives the relation between the glob
stressesFW and MW exerted at the fiber ends and the loc
stresses experienced at the linker level, at each point of
DNA path. The rotational symmetry of the fiber ensures t
FW is directed along the SH axisAW at equilibrium.

The term@Oj (s)WPj (s)#`FW reflects the involvement o
the fiber architecture in the expression of the local torque.
we restrict to the description of harmonic elasticity, the c
efficients ofFW andMW in the elastic energies of the linker wi
be computed within the relaxed SH.We underline that we do
not need to compute the constrained shape of the linker
describe the linear response of the fiber to applied force a
torque.We carry on the computation by exploiting the fa
that the fiber is not oriented. It follows thatuuO(EW j )Ej uu
5uuO(SW j )Sj uu5r and

uu@Oj~s!ˆPj~s!#`AW uu25uuOj~s!WPj~s!uu2

5r 2@cos2~h/2!cos2z1sin2~h/2!

3~122s/ l !2# ~9!

whereh, r, andz are the values associated with the relax
SH.

C. Small-scale grounds for the EWLR modeling of the
chromatin fiber

Linear response ansatz applies both at the linker le
~WLR model, with parametersA andC) and at the SH leve
~EWLR model with parametersA, C, g, andg). Knowing
the stresses thus gives the strains, respectively (rDNA ,v
2v0) and (u,V,r), if required, and the elastic energies. T
computation of the SH elastic constants rests on the obv
but essential fact that the elastic energy stored in the
expressed by Eq.~7! at the SH level, is nothing but the sum
of the elastic energies stored in its linkers, since no inter
tions are involved in our modeling.

A key point is the different decompositions of the torqu
into torsional and flexural components at the fiber level a
at the DNA level

MW ~S!5MtAW 1MW b~S!~SH!; mW ~s!5mtuW 1mW b~s!~ linker!.
~10!

The relation between the two decompositions involves
fiber geometry. We underline once more that in the lin
response regime, only the relaxed geometry is involved.
first decomposition gives the components involved in
EWLR energy density, whereas the second is required
compute the elastic energy of a linker. Indeed, the ela
energy densities of a linker can be expressed as a functio
local stresses, according to

mt5kBTC~v2v0!,

mb5kBTArDNA,
~11!
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2

2kBTC
and ebend5

mb
2

2kBTA
. ~118!

According to a general result@5#, besides easy to check d
rectly here,mt is constant along the linker~i.e. independent
of s), whereasmW b may vary with s both in direction and
modulus.

The EWLR model is a continuous model. It makes sen
to describe the elastic behavior of the discrete chrom
structure by means of an EWLR model only at a lar
enough scale, so that the discrete effects are smoothed
At lower scale, the specific orientation of each linker infl
ences its energy, more precisely the contribution com
from the global stressMW b , which breaks the rotational in
variance; the persistence length of bendingA of the SH is
only defined after averaging over, say, one turn of SH. At
linker scale, twist-bend and stretch-bend coupling terms
present; they vanish on the average. The averaging ke
only the large scale, rotationally invariant, ‘‘EWLR-like’
contribution. The remaining terms describe local contrib
tions to the bending energy of the SH, canceling each ot
hence with no resulting effect at the fiber scale. The aver
over a number of linkers sufficient to recover the rotation
invariance of the fiber~using (1/N)( j 51

N uW j;(cosz)AW ) is con-
veniently replaced~except for the ribbonlike structure fo
which the rotational invariance breaks down, see Sec. V E! in
the computation by an average over the directions ofMW b
~denoted^&): it has the same effect of extracting only th
resulting contribution at large scale. After integration of t
densitiesebendande twist along the linker, the elastic energie
Ebend andEtwist stored in a linker write

Ebend5
1

2AkBTE0

l

^mb
2~s!&ds ~12!

5
lF 2r 2

6AkBT Fsin2S h

2 D13 cos2z cos2S h

2 D G
1

lM t
2

2AkBT
sin2z2

lFM tr

AkBT
cosz sinz cosS h

2 D
1

lM b
2

4AkBT
~11cos2z!, ~13!

Etwist5
1

2CkBTE0

l

^mt
2&ds

5
l ^mt

2&
2CkBT

~14!

5
l

2CkBT FFr cosS h

2 D sinz1Mt coszG2

1
lM b

2 sin2z

4CkBT
.

~15!

D. Analytic expression of the elastic constants as a function of
geometric parameters of the fiber„SH…

The quadratic expression ofEbend1Etwist as a function of
F, Mt , and Mb is straightforwardly identified with Eq.~7!
1-10
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integrated over the lengthD. This justifiesa posteriori to
map the fiber and its elastic behavior onto the continu
EWLR model. In other words, it provides a microscopic va
dation of the EWLR modeling of the chromatin fiber.
particular, we check the expected vanishing of the twist-b
and stretch-bend coupling. Some algebra finally yields
elastic constants of the SH fiber:

A5
AD/ l

12~C2A!/2C sin2z
,

C5
CD

l F tan2~h/2!

3
1cos2z1

A

C
sin2zGK~h,3!,

g5kBT
D

l FA cos2z1C sin2z

r 2 cos2~h/2!
GK~h,3!,

g5
D

l F ~C2A!sinz cosz

r cos~h/2! GK~h,3!,

where

K~h,3!5
1

11
tan2~h/2!

3
S cos2z1

C

A
sin2z

3A
D . ~16!

We underline that our approach yields the elastic const
of any relaxed geometry, hence allows an analysis of se
tivity with respect tol ~i.e., t0) andF.

V. RESULTS AND PHYSICAL DISCUSSION

A. Numerical results for the elastic constants

Numerical implementation of the above analytical form
las can be performed for any values of the microscopic
rametersl and F, in continuation of Sec. III, thanks to
MAPLE program. We here present the results obtained in
two situationsF590 ° andF550 °, taking as a variable th
linker length. Starting from the microscopic structural p
rameterst0 andF, passing through the determination of th
SH geometric characteristicsD, r, z, and h, we obtain the
explicit values of the elastic constants, as functions oft0 ~or
equivalentlynbp) at fixed~arbitrary! F. Indeed, expression
~16! are valid for any relaxed structure, hence allow to a
lyze the complete range of variations of the elastic consta
ast0 andF vary, as shown in Fig. 11. Here we present tw
typical cases, currently proposed in chromatin structu
studies:F590 ° thenF550 °. A decrease ofF is presum-
ably induced by an increase of salt concentration, lower
the mutual repulsion of ingoing and outgoing linkers a
strengthening the structural effect of linker histones. Exp
mental observations of a fiber dressed with linker histo
showed that a value ofF around 90 ° corresponds to a sa
concentration of less than 5mM NaCl, whereasF decreases
below 50 ° above 15mM NaCl @19,31#.
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The curves of Fig. 11 evidence a strong sensitivity
elastic coefficients with respect to the fiber structure, as c
trolled by nbp . A striking result of our study is the shar
decrease of all elastic coefficients together with the pitchP,
around a critical valuenbp,c(F) for which P vanishes. The
critical valuenbp,c(F) depends on the value ofF and more
generally on the precise modeling of the chomatosome. AP
vanishes, steric hindrance between nucleosomes preclud
build a regular structure withnbp5nbp,c(F), so that this
feature might be seen as irrelevant. Nevertheless, it is p
sible to havenbp5nbp,c(F) locally, i.e., over less than on

FIG. 11. Above:Twist persistence lengthC @dashed line, curve
~1!#, bend persistence lengthA @solid line, curve~2!# and SH pitch
P @lower thick line, curve~3!# in nanometers versus linker length~in
bp, according tol 5 l 0nbp /nbp

0 ) for F590 ° ~left! and F550 °
~right!. Note that they all vanish at a critical valuenbp,c , strongly
depending onF and on the detailed modeling of the nucleosom
~or chromatosome!. The dotted line@curve~4!# represents the lowe
boundPc @Eq. ~3!# indicating the values ofnbp forbidden by steric
hindrance.Middle stretch modulusg @solid line, curve~1!# and
effective stretch modulusge f f5g2kBTg2/C @dashed line, curve
~2!# in pN for F590 ° ~left! and F550 ° ~right!. Below: twist-
stretch couplingg ~no dimension! versus linker length~in bp! for
F590 ° ~left! andF550 ° ~right!.
1-11
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turn of SH; this flexibility, although local, might yet hav
dramatic consequences: it is possible to create a notice
kink in the chromatin fiber at this point by applying on
very weak stresses. Such ‘‘critical’’ turns appear as defe
where the regular compact fiber is easy to ‘‘open.’’ Mor
over, the curves nearnbp,c but above the excluded-volum
thresholdPc are still influenced by their vanishing innbp,c .
The steep variation of the elastic constants in the neigh
hood ofnbp,c is an actual property, corresponding to a high
sensitive fiber: the geometric parameterD and the elastic
constants increase by a noticeable factor within one or
base pairs. Another important result, whose implications
discussed below~Sec. V D!, is the observed change of chira
ity of the SH, defined in Sec. III D as the sign of cos(h/2)
and exactly correlated with the changes in the sign of
twist-stretch couplingg.

Finally, the relative energetic contribution of linker ben
ing and linker twisting are shown in Fig. 12 in pure cas
where only one of the stressesF, Mt , or Mb is applied
~stretch, twist or bend at the fiber level!. We checked that the
stretching energy and the twist-stretch coupling energy of
linker are negligible~at most a few percent of the total elast
energy stored in a linker! due to the high value ofgDNA
~around 1200 pN! and gDNA ~between 20 and 30! @15,22#.
The figure evidences an interesting feature coming from
spatial organization of DNA into a chromatin fiber. Accor
ing to the fiber structure~i.e. linker lengthl and angleF) and
the nature of external stresses~pulling force, torsional or
flexural torque! the linkers react either by bending, or b
twisting, which might play a biological role by regulating th
local DNA structure.

Our computation ofA is based on its ‘‘energetic’’ defini-
tion through the expression~6! of the free energy of the
EWLR description of the fiber: the energetic cost requir
for bending the SH axis and creating a uniform curvaturer is
kBTAr2/2 per unit length. It originates from the cost of twi
and bend distortions induced at lower scale on the link
This definition does not~and does not have to! consider pos-
sible steric hindrance~hard-core interactions!. Indeed
excluded-volume constraints do not contribute to elastic
ergies hence do not modifyA; they only forbid some defor-
mations. To determine whether a given bending of the SH
possible, one has to check the following.

~1! First to check whether such a bending is ‘‘geome
cally’’ allowed, i.e., satisfied excluded-volume constraints~ a
necessary condition is thatrRex,1, i.e., the radius of cur-
vature 1/r should be greater that the excluded-volume rad
RSH @36#.

~2! Second to check whether enough energy is availa
using the valueA determined above, notwithstanding th
excluded-volume effects.

Note that these criterions are independent~geometric and
energetic respectively! and they can be checked in any orde

B. Comparison with a helical coiling „ordinary spring …

It is interesting to compare the SH elastic behavior to t
of a simple helical ‘‘spring’’ ~a toroidal coiling of DNA!,
i.e., the continuous structure characterized by the same a
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z ~here between its axis and the tangent to the elemen
fiber! and the same radiusr. The helical spring is thus im-
plicitely controlled by the same parametersl and F as the
SH. The comparison enlights~1! that the chromatin fiber is
actually a spring from a mechanical point of view, althou
a special, tunable, one; and~2! that the difference betwee

FIG. 12. These figures represent the relative contribution~in %!
of bending energy@curves~1!# and twist energy@curves~2!# to the
total elastic energy stored in a linker~within the chromatin super-
helix!, versus linker length~in bp!, in various instances:~above!

when a forceFW 5FAW is applied along the SH axisAW but without any

torque,~middle! when a torsional torqueMW t5MtAW is applied but no

force, ~below! when a flexural torque (MW b•AW 50) is applied but no
force. Two values of the angleF have been investigated:F
590 ° ~left! or F550 ° ~right!. The almost flat line, below 2%, in
the two upper figures, corresponds to the fraction of energy co
sponding to stretch deformations; it is obviously negligible. W
compare these curves with those obtained for an helical coiling
DNA ~Sec. V B! having the same values ofz andr @crosses, curve
~3! for the twist energy anddiamonds, curve~4! for the bending
energy#. When applying only a pulling force, the partitions diffe
strongly; by contrast, the partitions observed when only a tor

~either Mt , eitherMW b! is applied are exactly identical~the curves
superimpose!.
1-12
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CHROMATIN: A TUNABLE SPRING AT WORK INSIDE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051921
ordinary springs and chromatin lies in the angleh (h50 in
ordinary springs, whereas it is not small in chromatin!, from
which originates the tunable character of the chroma
spring.

The reasoning to compute the elastic constants of an
lical spring, is at each step, analog to the above one~Sec.
IV !. We obtain the following expression for the average e
ergies per unit length:

e t5
~Fr sinz1Mt cosz!2

2CkBT
1

Mb
2 sin2z

4CkBT
, ~17!

eb5
cos2zF2r 2

2AkBT
1

Mt
2 sin2z

2AkBT
2

FMtr cosz sinz

AkBT

1
Mb

2~11cos2z!

4AkBT
, ~18!

where the average is performed either on the orientation
MW b , either on a turn, i.e., over an arclength 2pr /sinz corre-
sponding to the pitch 2pr cotz. Such an average is essent
to fit in the definition of elastic constants~continuous, rota-
tionally invariant EWLR model!. The expression of the elas
tic constants for an ordinary spring follows:

A5
A cosz

12
~C2A!

2C
sin2z

,

C5cosz~C cos2z1A sin2z!,

g5
kBT cosz

r 2 ~A cos2z1C sin2z!,

g5
~C2A!sinz cos2z

r
. ~19!

In fact, these classical formulas of spring mechanics can
recovered directly from those obtained for the chromatin
by letting l→0 at fixedz in the SH formulas; accordingly
h→0 and D/ l→cosz. This link proves that chromatin is
actually a special kind of spring. In the chromatin fibe
sin(h/2) is not small and can even reach 1. Hence all
features depending onh will exhibit a striking difference
when comparing the SH and the helical coiling of DNA. Th
is the anglehÞ0, reflecting the discrete character of th
chromatin assembly, which is mainly responsible of the t
able elasticity and tunable chirality of the chromatin fiber,
can be seen by comparing the elastic constants of the he
spring and of the chromatin fiber.

Let us also compare the distribution of DNA elastic e
ergy between twist and bend degrees of freedom. The c
parison is presented in Fig. 12. When only a torque~either
torsional or flexural! is applied, the partitions in the SH cas
and in the case of an helical coiling are exactly identic
When only a pulling force is applied, the energy is main
stored in the torsional energy in the case of a simple hel
spring, whereas it is the converse in the chromatin SH. In
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chromatin fiber, the energy stored in the linker bending is
any case larger~and sometimes far larger! than the energy
stored in the twist. This remark reflects the following pro
erty of the SH: givenmt andmb ~modulus averaged along
linker!, it is possible to determine a forceF and a torsional
torque Mt creatingmt and mb on each linker only ifmb
>Cte.mt , where the constant depends on the SH geome
characteristics. In particular, it is impossible to havemb50
unlessmt50, i.e.,F5Mt50.

This difference between the elastic behavior of the
and the corresponding simple helical coiling originates fro
the discrete structure of the SH, where the linkers are spa
by rigid kinks ~the nucleosomes!. This strongly modifies the
relation between the pulling force applied at the fiber en
and the local flexural (mb) and torsional (mt) components
determining the DNA elastic energy. The discrepancy
maximal for sin(h/2)51, which corresponds to the SH con
formation in which the linkers cross the SH axis and S
chirality changes, which obviously never occurs in an heli
coiling of bounded radius~either left handed or right handed
but never in between ifr neither vanishes nor diverges!.
Although the SH ‘‘ looks like’’ an helical coiling~see Fig.
3!, its response to a pulling force differs from that of a
helical spring. Indeed, we again underline that its elas
properties are determined by the characteristics of the bro
line formed by the linkers, which might be quite differe
from an helical coiling~especially whenh is close top,
which corresponds to cross-linked structures!.

Elasticity theory of a homogeneous cylindrical rod@5,37#
predicts the relation 4AkBT5gRSH

2 . The predicted value of
A using this formula is roughly correct for the helical co
ing, but it overestimates the actual value of the SH per
tence length by a factor of 2 or more. This discrepancy
lights the importance of the complex substructure of the S
leading to a fiber quite different from an homogeneou
filled cylinder of radiusRSH and even from a helical coiling
of DNA.

C. The origin of the sensitivity of the elastic constants with
respect to the fiber structure

Although the chromatin SH and an helical coiling
DNA exhibit quantitative differences, their elastic behavio
share the same key feature~see Figs. 11 and 13!: a sharp
decrease towards zero of the elastic constants, together
the pitch. Considering a simple helical spring yields the
quite intuitive—explanation of this feature: when the slo
of the elementary~DNA! fiber decreases to zero~DNA path
almost orthogonal to the fiber axis!, the number of turns pe
unit length along the fiber axis increases~see, in particular,
the divergence of the compaction ratio 10/D(nm) in Fig. 9,
outside the figure frame!. This accumulation of turns, eac
acting as a hinge, easily allows a huge deformation of
fiber, simply by the addition of small changes occuring
each turn. This explanation, involving only an accordionli
behavior, ensures the robustness of the feature. The flex
ity dramatically increases when the number of coils per u
length of fiber increases, whatever the precise geometry w
which the elementary fiber is coiled into a large-scale on
1-13
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The strong correlation between the pitch and the f
elastic constants behaviors whennbp varies simply reflects in
the very expression of the elastic constants: they all write
(D/ l ) f (z,r ), hence are slaved to the vanishing ofD ~or P).
The factorD/ l shows that the extensibility and flexibility o
the SH are controlled by its degree of compaction. The m
compact the conformation~low value of P), the more flex-
ible is the fiber, easily bent, twisted or stretched. We cla
that the result is typical, i.e. does not depend on the detai
the modeling, but only on the general feature of the chrom
tin fiber assembly, i.e., nucleosomes linked by segment
DNA. This form (D/ l ) f (z,r ) also indicates thatthe elastic
properties of the fiber are mainly controlled by the angle
between the linkers and the SH axis. Indeed,z roughly de-
termines the decomposition of local stresses among twist
bend degrees of freedom of linker DNA~stretch is always
negligible!.

D. A multistrand spring with tunable chirality

We first underline that the chromatin fiber is a spring
tunable chirality: the sign of the twist-stretch couplingg,
associated to the chiral nature of the SH, changes tw
within a ‘‘period’’ ~an l interval of width 10.6 bp, i.e., the
DNA pitch!, see Fig. 11; correspondingly, a change from
right-handed SH to a left-handed SH occurs, as seen on
1. Reverse behaviors are observed in right-handed and
handed SH. Indeed, change of chirality exactly correspo
to change in the sign of the susceptibility]D/]t, i.e., the
slope of the curve givingD as a function ofnbp ~see Fig. 8!,
up to a factor ]nbp /]t5nbp

0 /2p. The noticeable conse
quence is that a changeDt will either decondense or com
pact the fiber according to the sign of]D/]t, i.e., to the
chirality of the SH.

Far more, the two-level structure of the chromatin fib
makes it quite similar to a multistrand spring: an interest
behavior arises from the interplay between the right hand
ness of the linker DNA and the tunable chirality of its coilin

FIG. 13. Twist persistence lengthC @dashed line, curve~1!#,
bend persistence lengthA @solid line, curve~2!# in nanometers of an
helical spring versus linker length~in bp! with the values ofz andr
equal to those of the SH, respectively forF590 ° ~left! and F
550 ° ~right!. This shows that the decrease of the persiste
lengths and their vanishing in special valuesnbp,c is a geometric
effect: it is due to an accumulation of turns on a small dista
along the axis, allowing a dramatic unfolding.
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within the SH. Applying~only! a pulling forceFAW creates a
torsional torque

mt5Fr sinz cos~h/2!. ~20!

The sign of cos(h/2) thus determines the sign ofmt ~recall
that by definition sinz.0). According to this sign, i.e. to the
SH chirality, pulling the chromatin fiber will either twist o
unwind the linker DNA double helix. This behavior is we
known in the context of multi-strand springs@38#. Its bio-
logical interest might be to regulate DNA denaturation
quired for transcription and replication. We get a similar r
sult when applying a torsional torqueMtAW ; the torsional
torque at the linker level ismt5Mt cosz. A change of sign in
cosz inverts the action of the given torqueMtAW at the DNA
level, and we see that such a sign alternation actually oc
in each interval of length 10.6 bp.

Conversely, a modification of the linker twist, as can
achieved by intercalator enzymes, will modify in a tunab
way the geometry of the SH fiber; according to the S
chirality, the same change of the linker twist will either co
dense (DD,0), or decondense (DD.0) the chromatin fi-
ber. This possible mechanism of condensatio
decondensation and its biological relevance will
investigated in a forthcoming paper~see also Sec. V F!.

E. Special geometries

Ribbon (or zigzag). The first peculiar geometry of the
fiber is the zigzag or ribbonlike structure, for which th
cross-linked and roughly toroidal coiling degenerates int
flat structure. The number of nucleosomes per turn th
reaches its minimal value of 2, i.e.,u5p. In this case, rep-
resented in Fig. 14,

b5
p

2
2a, cosz5sinb sin~F/2!, D5

l sin~F/2!

sinb
.

~21!

We locate this kind of configurations by determining in Fi
9 the linker lengths for which 2p/u equals 2. It appears~see
Fig. 10! that cosz then reaches its maximal value. Note th
a ribbon is chiral, and is not the maximally extended co
figuration; on the contrary, a small length change (Dnbp
51) drives it into sterically forbidden configurations.

e

e

FIG. 14. Ribbonlike structure of the SH (u5p), here projected

in the plane (DW ,NW `DW ); indeed, whenu5p, all the planes

(DW j ,NW j`DW j ) coincide. The SH axis makes an angle (p/22b)
quite small with this plane (p/22b5a'4.47 °) the nucleosomes

are almost orthogonal toAW . Obviously,D sinb5l sin(F/2).
1-14
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Nonchiral configurations. The SH chirality changes whe
cos(h/2) vanishes, i.e.uhu5p; in this case, the linkers cros
the SH axis. This configuration is remarkable mainly for
mechanical properties. Indeed, the absence of chira
amounts, from its very definition, to the vanishing of t
twist-stretch coupling:g50. Moreover, as explained in Se
V D, the sign of cos(h/2) determines whether the linke
DNA is unwound~i.e., denatured! or on the contrary twisted
when the SH is pulled.

Since sin(h/2)51, the configuration is the limiting cas
opposite to the helical spring, for which sin(h/2)50. In par-
ticular, when the fiber is only pulled (MW 50) the twist en-
ergy stored in the linker vanishes: all the elastic energy of
linker is stored in the bending degree of freedom,

Et50, Eb5
lF 2r 2

6AkBT
5

l 3F2 cos2~F/2!

24AkBT
.0, ~22!

which never occurs in a helical spring. We underline th
nonchiral structures~special linker positioning! ribbonlike
structures~special nucleosome positioning! should not be
confused.

In fact, this configuration is not rotationally symmetri
hence has two bend elastic constants. They are comp
within the same lines as above, but without performing a
average over the direction of the bending torqueMW b ; the
identification is done with an asymmetric EWLR (434 ma-
trix with two bend persistence lengths!. This yields

A15
DA

l
and A25

DA

l

1

12
~C2A!

C
sin2z

. ~23!

Nevertheless, the orientation of the bending torque is
controlled at this level, hence the relevant elastic behavio
be observed experimentally, is rather predicted after hav
performed an average over the torque directions. This rec
ers a rotationally symmetric behavior, characterized by
above given persistence lengthA, as it can be seen directl
in the formula

1

A 5
1

2 S 1

A1
1

1

A2
D . ~24!

Columnar packing. Special configurations are obtained wh
nbp is close to an integral multiple ofnbp

0 ~for instancenbp

542 bp or 43 bp!. In this case, nucleosome axes are
parallel hence parallel to the SH axis due to the rotatio
symmetry. We actually check on the curves of Fig. 10 t
b50 for nbp542 bp, whateverF. It is noticeable that geo
metric characteristics asD, z, and h are much sensitive to
variations ofnbp around this value of 42 bp, which reflects
a similar sensitivity of the elastic constants, as seen in
11. Fine tuning ofnbp and F leads to a configuration in
which the nucleosomes are organized in columnar array
has been evidenced@39,40# that free nucleosomes exhibit
liquid-crystal-like nature and tend to form columnar phas
in which the nucleosomes are stacked one upon other
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their axes parallel to the column. A SH configuration exh
iting a columnar packing of nucleosomes in low-salt con
tions is likely to be stabilized by internucleosomal intera
tions when the ionic force increases, better than any o
configuration. In presence of linker histones, the specific
of ‘‘columnar’’ SH is strengthened since linker histones t
exhibit a propensity to stacking.

F. Comparison with chromatin fiber pulling experiments

We carry on the discussion by presenting the experim
tal validation and prospects of our results.

In the past few years, a novel experimental method
investigating structural and mechanical properties of biolo
cal macromolecules or complexes, as DNA or chromosom
has been developped@37,11,41,42#. It is based on microma-
nipulations and force measurements on an isolated fibe
belongs to the rapidly expanding field of investigatio
known as ‘‘single molecule biophysics’’@44,43#. The experi-
ment deviced in the context of chromatin study transpose
a chromatin fiber a methodology first implemented w
DNA. It consists in pulling the fiber under various con
straints and in various conditions~salt concentration, pres
ence of specific enzymes or chemical factors!, and to deter-
mine the ensuing deformations of the fiber. Varying t
pulling force yields force-extension curves characterizing
elastic response of the fiber.

Nevertheless, at the chromatin scale, the applied stre
are artificial and cannot sensibly refer to an event occuringin
vivo: contrary to DNA case, an enzyme is not large enou
to directly handle the 30-nm fiber or to experience the ch
matin fiber state of strain, for example its torsional strain
its curvature~the only in vivo mechanism of that kind, i.e.
the action of the mitotic spindle on chromosomes@8#, occurs
at a much larger scale!. The biochemical processes, for in
stance binding of a biological factor or chemical modific
tion, occur at the elementary level~scale of DNA and nu-
cleosomes!, whereas the experiment probes the 30-nm fi
behavior. A mechanical modeling relating the DNA sca
and the fiber scale is thus necessary to exploit all the in
mations provided by single-fiber pulling experiments
terms of biological functions. Conversely, these experime
are essential to validate the model and the underlying
potheses on structure and interactions, to fit dubious par
eters and possibly to ask for refinements. The EWLR mo
allows to predict force-extension curves, to be compa
with those obtained in single-fiber experiments. Our stu
describing the microscopic root of the EWLR model of chr
matin, thus provides a bridge between microscopic struc
and observable properties of the overall fiber.

In the experimental setup used by Cui and Bustama
@6#, the fiber, of relaxed lengthL, is pulled by means of
optical tweezers. There is no direct contact with the fib
ends, which are free to rotate. No torque is applied (MW

50W ) and free twist fluctuations take place. It corresponds
the situation recalled just above. Some of force-extens
curves that they present are relaxation curves in low salt,
which it is legitimate to ignore interactions between nucle
somes. Cui and Bustamante fitted these experimental re
1-15
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ation curves within the EWLR model presented in Sec. IV
Recalling that their experimental setup allows free twist flu
tuations, the fit involved only two elastic constants: the be
persistence lengthA and an effective stretch modulusge f f
5g2kBTg2/C. They found A'30 nm andge f f'5 pN,
values to which we may compare our theoretical predictio

The comparison leads to a striking result: we show in F
11 that the set of values (A'30 nm, ge f f'5 pN) is ob-
tained fornbp belonging to a narrow window between 42 a
43 bp whatever the value ofF is ~we checked values ofF
ranging from 130 ° to 40 °). Sincenbp is then an integral
multiple of nbp

0 , this case corresponds to special structure
the SH in which the nucleosomes pack into columnar arr
~Sec. IV E!; only the number of columns varies withF and
with the precise modeling of the chromatosome, see Fig
Pulling the fiber will induce a change inF but not int, due
to the special orientation of the nucleosomes; this orienta
is thus preserved, henceg andA will not change: no non-
linear effect arises when starting in this special colum
geometry, hence a fit by an EWLR actually accounts for
whole force-extension curve, even in the region whereu is
not small with respect to 1.

In an experiment performed at higher salt concentrat
~in 40—150mM NaCl! Cui and Bustamante observed a p
teau in the force-extension curve at a valueFc between 5 pN
and 6 pN. They interpret this plateau as a structural transi
corresponding to the breaking of some short-range attrac
interactions between chromatosomes, from which follow
dramatic decondensation of the fiber, at constant force.
modeling cannot, of course, directly account for this conf
mational transition since internucleosomal interactions
ignored: only relaxation curves can be predicted, or curve
low-salt conditions where interactions are always negligib
even at low force, and the chromatin always extended~there
is besides no plateau in this low-salt case!.

But we claim that our study is specially well suited
investigate the relevant biological question, which is rat
to determine local mechanisms that could induce such a
condensation, i.e., that could create local stresses of l
enough strength to break the interactions. Indeed, a sim
criterion of efficiency of biological factors~e.g. enzymes! is
that the global stress resulting from their binding should
larger than the critical forceFc measured by Cui and Busta
mante. Our approach provides a direct method to check
criterion since it relates the local strains induced by the bi
ing of the enzyme on linker DNA~experimentally measure
or deduced from a molecular mechanics simulation! first to
the associated local stresses@Eq. ~11!#; then, by extending
the computations presented in Sec. IV, it is possible to re
these local stresses to the global stress experienced b
chromatin fiber, to be compared to the measured valueFc ,
and to the global deformation of the fiber conformation. T
implementation of this methodology in the case of interca
tors, which gives insights on thein vivo condensation/
decondensation mechanisms of the chromatin fiber, will
presented in a subsequent paper.

We mention that our work is not the first theoretica
model-based approach aiming at accounting for these ex
mental results. The first one has been developped by Kat
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et al. @44#, using a Monte Carlo simulation of the fiber. On
of the interests of such a simulation is to include explici
thermal fluctuations but, as they show in their paper,
behavior experimentally observed is mainly determinis
~except at very low force!. Moreover, the possibility offered
by a simulation to treat accurately the interactions, for
stance between nucleosomes, is at the moment hampre
the lack of data, preventing to go beyond an effective isot
pic model of interaction. We thus believe that Monte Ca
simulations are not necessary, at least as regards the pro
of reproducing the experimentally observed force-extens
curves. Indeed, an analytic answer is at hand, even with
cleosome interactions, and with more refined exclud
volume constraints~see Fig. 7 and the analog that could
constructed for the linkers, by unwrapping the cylinder
radiusr !. Simulations would become really useful to hand
a more detailed description of the chromatosome, for
stance with an explicit linker histone.

Another approach has been used recently by Schiesset
al. @7#. As discussed below~Sec. VII B!, its basic step is to
relate the strains at the DNA and fiber scales~instead of the
stresses, as performed here in Sec. IV!. They only managed
to determine some elastic constants~namely g and A) of
special geometries, at the expense of some approximat
but they give analytical expressions directly in terms of t
microscopic parameters~herel andF). Moreover, the forces
that they predict in their theoretical force-extension curv
are smaller than the results of Cui and Bustamante by a
ticeable factor of 4. This could be explained by their deriv
tion, summing up the bend and twist contributions tog21,
which is questionable. Indeed, looking at the basic exam
of an helical spring shows that instead of writin
g21(A,C)5g21(A,C50)1g21(A50,C), one should sum
up the stretch moduli, according tog(A,C)5g(A,C50)
1g(A50,C) as in the case when springs act in parallel. T
leads to a discrepancy of a factor of 4 when the ‘‘eleme
tary’’ strech modulusg(A,C50) andg(A50,C) are of the
same order. Moreover, in the case of the SH, the actual
pression@see Eq.~16!# shows that such an additive decom
position does not exactly hold in the SH case. These
objections could explain the discrepancy between our va
of 5 pN for g, in agreement with the experimental results
Cui and Bustamante, and their valueg51.2 pN, observed
for quite similar fiber conformations with crossed linke
@Schiesselet al.considered a structure with~in our notations!
F585 ° andt536 °, which corresponds to 42–43 bp in o
model#.

VI. BIOLOGICAL DISCUSSION

A. A tunable, highly sensitive, elastic structure

We thus show a wide range of different elastic behavio
separated by a minor change in the linker length. We sug
that this tunable elasticity might be used as a regulat
mechanism during the cell cycle. For instance, a slow mo
lation of the linker lengths might create different domains
the chromatin fiber, of much different rigidities, and mig
provide a preliminary underlining of transcriptionally activ
chromatin regions. The response of these different region
1-16
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a same local stress~protein binding, for instance! will be
dramatically different. For example, intercalation might co
dense or decondense the fiber, according to the sign
]D/]t, i.e., the chirality: withinDnbp52 bp, opposite con-
sequences will be observed. This underlining, inscribed
the very structure of the fiber, allows a rapid and selec
response to a nonspecific stress, which might be biologic
more relevant than a mechanism based on enzyme reco
tion of a specific sequence, moreover, possibly buried ins
the fiber. Mechanical sensitivity is likely to provide efficie
switches for processes occuring at the fiber level.

The chromatin fiber thus exhibits tunable structure, tu
able chirality, and tunable elastic properties. We sugg
three possible mechanisms to implement the required a
tation of the linker length.

~1! The first mechanism involves nucleosome displa
ment; acetylation of histone tails untightens the DNA wra
ping around the histone core and presumably allows nuc
some mobility. Nevertheless, topological~linking number
conservation! and mechanical~helical gearing! constraints
make the motion of the nucleosome quite different from
mere translation along the DNA, and the kinematic feasi
ity deserves to be investigated further.

~2! The second mechanism involves intercalating
zymes, modifying the twist of the linker. A detailed study
the interplay between linker intercalation and the chroma
fiber mechanics will be presented in a subsequent paper

~3! The best candidate might be a mechanism involv
the linker histone. Indeed, the valuenbp involved here is the
effective length of the linker, beyond linker histone~i.e.,
outside the chromatosome!. This length might be tuned by
slight displacement of the linker histone away (Dnbp,0) or
towards (Dnbp.0) the nucleosome. An alternative tunin
mechanism lays on the variation ofF, controlled in particu-
lar by the presence of linker histone, salt concentration
histone tails binding affinities.

B. A chromatin structure

We evidenced that a value of linker lengthnbp between
42 and 43 bp leads to the valuesA'30 nm andg'5 pN
whatever the value ofF. Sincenbp is then about 4nbp

0 , the
nucleosome axes are all parallel hence parallel to the SH
due to the rotational symmetry. That such organized str
tures lead toA530 nm andge f f55 pN, whateverF is
~and even whateverr nucl and H are, as we checked! is ex-
plained by the fact that the SH elastic properties origin
from the linker DNA contribution. As shown by the compu
tation of SH elastic constants, this contribution is main
fixed by the linker orientation with respect to the SH ax
~i.e., z). This matching between our predictions and expe
mental results strongly suggests that the structure underl
the observed elastic properties is a columnar packing of
cleosomes. We thus supplement the argument of Yaoet al.
@45# in favor of rotationally phased nucleosomes: the act
relaxed SH structures are selected according to their ab
to be stabilized by internucleosomal interactions when
ionic force increases. Our claim is supported by the result
Livolant and co-workers@39,40#, in which it is observed tha
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nucleosomes exhibit a liquid-crystal-like nature, leading t
spontaneous columnar ordering. We thus expect native
structures to favor columnar packing of nucleosomes, as t
correspond to the more robust three-dimensional organ
tion of the chromatin fiber. Note that whereas a model w
straight linkers is compatible with the observed structure a
elasticity of the chromatin fiber at low ionic streng
(5mM NaCl), interactions between stacked nucleosom
should induce a bending of the linkers at higher ion
strength. More probably, the conflicting effects consisten
between nucleosomes stacking and linker stiffness migh
reconciled by linker DNA kinks, occuring near the entry-ex
points and induced by the binding of linker histones H1 .

For F590 ° ~low-salt situation!, the degree of compac
tion 10/D(nm) reaches its minimal value for the same val
nbp located between 42 and 43 bp. This underlines a
feature of the corresponding configuration: at low salt, it
the most extended and rigid configuration; at the same ti
it is the most responsive to salt induced compaction. Inde
as seen in Fig. 9, the degree of compaction 10/D(nm) is
minimal at nbp542 or 43 bp forF590 °, and it strongly
increases whenF decreases to 50 °, which is an acknow
edged effect of increasing the salt concentration. Moreo
this configuration strongly favors a second compaction s
ensured by the attractive interactions between nucleoso
~or rather chromatosomes! that arise when the nuclesom
faces are close enough. We, in particular, recover in
scheme the two-stage compaction of the 30-nm chrom
fiber observed experimentally@46–49#. An insight into this
interaction-induced compaction can be obtained by set
the effective parametersr nucl andH to 0, thus mimicking the
enhanced influence of linker histone at high-salt concen
tion; in this case,P decreases to about 6 nm, indicating th
nucleosomes actually stack very closely onto each other
lead to a superstable~and presumably rigid! fiber. It has been
suggested@31# that H1 is required not so much to get
folded fiber~compact fibers have been observed in abse
of H1! but to get a properly folded fiber. We suggest that H
might be involved in the tuning of the effective linker leng
and twist, actually involved in the assembly. In any cas
H1 stacking interactions favor configurations exhibiting c
lumnar arrays of nucleosomes.

VII. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

A. What did we learn from this study?

The chromatin sensitivity of the fiber response to glob
or local stresses evidenced in this study sheds light on
biological interest of the so peculiar and so universal ass
bly of chromatin fiber. It enlights possible relations betwe
small-scale structure and gene regulation through the fi
mechanical properties. For instance, we evidenced that a
nor change ofl or t around some ‘‘critical’’ value inverts its
chirality. Hence, its response to a torsional torque indu
either an extension, or a contraction of the fiber, and its
sponse to a pulling force will either wind or unwind the S
fiber. Moreover, as DNA itself is chiral~right handed!, the
1-17
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response at the DNA level is also controlled by the S
chirality: pulling the fiber unwinds the DNA if the SH is lef
handed.

The tunable energy partition between twist and bend
grees of freedom at the linker DNA level may be of biolog
cal interest: according to the chromatin configuration, eit
a twist-sensitive protein will bind onto linker DNA, or
protein whose binding is favored by the local curvature
linker DNA will be the adapted factor. Hence the mechani
sensitivity can participate in biological recognition or spe
ficity. Conversely, we read on the associated curves~see Fig.
11! whether a twist-modifying protein~intercalator, gyrase!,
for instance, may induce a required strain of the SH.

Comparison with experimental results give clues ab
the much debated chromatin structure@35#. It brings about a
quite different structure: a columnar packing of nucle
somes. We suggest that a possible role of linker hist
might be to select the proper structure, at low-salt concen
tion, by tuning the linker length so as to havenbp /nbp

0 equal
to some integer. Also, a tuning ofDnbp51 or 2 bp might be
achieved by enzyme intercalation. When ionic strength
creases, compaction takes place, first due to a decrease
value of F ~which keeps the nucleosome orientations u
changed, along the SH axis!; then, when nucleosomes ha
pen to be stacked in columns, the compaction is ensure
the interactions between stacked nucleosomes, betw
stacked linker histones~counterbalancing the linker DNA re
pulsion! or between histone tails and nearby linkers or n
cleosomes.

B. A general method for studying elasticity of linear
complex fibers

The problem of relating the elastic coefficients of t
chromatin fiber to the geometric and elastic properties of
underlying ‘‘microscopic’’ structure~assembly of nucleo-
somes and linkers! is reminiscent of similar works performe
for DNA by Marko and Siggia@48# and O’Hern and co-
workers@17,22#. They described the dsDNA at two levels:
an helical coiling at small scale and as an EWLR at a sligh
larger scale. They derived similar formulas relating the el
tic coefficients (C, A, gDNA , andgDNA) to the geometric and
elastic parameters of the underlying helical model.

We point that their computation rests on the relation
tween the ‘‘microscopic’’ strains and the dsDNA strain
plugged into the equality of the EWLR free energy and
free energy computed within the microscopic model. Gen
ally, numerous sets of microscopic strains achieve the m
roscopic strains, but only the set of lowest free energy yie
the actual free energy of the EWLR. Relating properly m
croscopic and macroscopic strains thus requires minimiz
the small-scale free energy, given the macroscopic stra
Performing this minimzation is nothing but writing the co
ditions for the local equilibrium of the assembly.

When the microscopic model is homogeneous, the co
tions for local equilibrium simply expresses in the extens
ity of the strains. The uniformity of the local strain densiti
thus allows to relate them to global strains without an
plicit minimization ~think of identical springs in series!. This
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works for DNA @22# but not in the case of chromatin. Th
discrete and complex nature of the chromatin assembly le
to difficult and cumbersome computations in order to det
mine the linker shape, as it can be seen in the work
Schiesselet al. @7#. Moreover, this approach fails to give a
analytical solution except when the relaxed fiber exhibit
special geometry, for example a ribbonlike flat structure.

Determining the conditions for local equilibrium is pre
cisely what is done more straighforwardly, in our approa
We indeed write equilibrium equations given the glob
stresses and solve them to get the local stresses arisin
each point of the assembly~at equilibrium under the given
global stresses!. Relating the stresses at the microscopic a
at the fiber levels follows from the basic principles of cla
sical mechanics; this method appears to be, at the same
more simple and more easily generalized. It is in fact
only way to bridge the linker elasticity to the SH elasticity
any geometry. Moreover, it extends to more complex sit
tions as intercalated linker DNA or more generally, situ
tions where forces and torques are applied at the DNA le

We thus underline that the proper method to express
elastic properties of an assembly as a function of the ela
properties of the basic elements is to relate the glo
stresses, applied to the assembly, and the local stresse
perienced by the lower scale elements. This relation can
used in both ways, to investigate:~1! Either small-scale re-
percussions of a global stress, hence how a global stres~as
those applied in micromanipulations! can be used to probe
the fiber at the elementary level;~2! either large-scale re
sponse to local stresses, hence how biological factors bin
on the linker DNA could induce major structural and confo
mational changes in the overall fiber.

C. Biological perspectives

Our study underlines that the mechanical properties
special structures, selected according to the phasing of
nucleosomes therein, might be involved as a regulatory
tor in the chromatin biological function.

Having modeled the 30-nm fiber as an EWLR, with e
plicit values of the elastic coefficients, a natural extension
our study is to consider higher levels of organization: a pl
tonemic coiling, leading to a 60-nm fiber, or an helical co
ing, whose elastic properties follow from classical spri
mechanics. The question is then to unravel the implicati
of the chromatin structure and its elastic properties on
higher levels of organization. A mechanical approach sim
to that implemented in this paper is essential to brid
electron-microscopy structural observations evidencing
berlike objects at higher levels~60-nm fiber, ‘‘chromonema’’
fiber of diameter 100–130 nm@49# and chromosome! and
experimental results on chromosome elasticity obtained
pulling a single chromosome@41,42#. The challenge is to
understand the mechanics of the chromosome and its inv
ment in the biological functioning of the chromosom
throughout the cell cycle.

Another direction in which to exploit the results of th
present paper is to determine the stresses that can be ex
1-18
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at the fiber scale by groove-binding proteins or intercalat
when they bind onto linker DNA. For instance, to investiga
whether a local decondensation of the fiber might be indu
by intercalating enzymes and controlled by linker lengt
More generally, our approach is a privileged tool to inves
of
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gate the action at the fiber level of small-scale biochem
stresses~protein binding, histone tail acetylation!, then to
describe how they can act as mechanical switches and
ploit the tunable elasticity of the fiber into regulato
schemes.
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